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PLANT HEALTH
CHALLENGE NEWSLETTER
On Twitter @Air_Tractor, #PlantHealthChallenge
2021 PLANT HEALTH CHALLENGE

Thank You 2021 Challenge Cooperators!
As we begin to wind down another
challenging growing season, we have
wrapped up the majority of our lateseason fungicide applications. But
as August rolls on, we have a few
late-season insecticide requests on
soybeans, and we continue to hear
instances of Southern Rust. The major
story of this season, like last, was hot
dry weather with spotty rain events.

Plant Health Challenges. Whiteboard
pictures, aerial NDVI, and drone
videos will be used to help show the
differences between the treated and
untreated portions of the field.
As we conclude the fourth year of the
Plant Health Challenge, we will again
overlay the yield data collected from the
combine with the as-applied data from
the airplanes.

Here at Nebraskaland Aviation,
we want to thank the 55 cooperators
who participated in the Plant Health
Challenge. With those 55 cooperators,
we completed 155 total trials from
Westerville, Neb., to Stockton, Kan.
Plant Health Challenge Cooperators
have the opportunity to try new
treatments and witness the benefits
of fungicide within their operation.
We strive to help document these
treatments so when the dust settles,

2021 Trial Locations
cooperators can make more informed
management decisions moving forward.
In the weeks leading up to harvest,
we will be flagging and scouting

We are still eager to collect as much
data as possible. Every year presents a
different set of challenges with different
potential ROIs presented to the
growers. The more we know in different
growing conditions and areas, the
better we can serve our customer base.
Thank you again for participating in
the 2021 Plant Health Challenge, and
thank you for your business!
— Cole Lewandowski
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SOYBEAN UPDATE
2021 SOYBEAN UPDATE

Insect Pressure Increases in Soybeans
Soybean harvest in southcentral Nebraska and north-central
Kansas is nearing quickly. As insect
pressure increases it is beginning
to seem like a race to the finish line.
When checking soybean insect
pressure and thresholds, many
factors come into consideration.
A popular treatment option that
has been used in the last couple of
weeks is 7 ounces of Veltyma™ or
8 ounces of Revytek™, 6.4 ounces
of Bifenthrin, and 12-16 ounces of
Lorsban®.
This combination will help control
frog eye leaf spot as well as get any
grasshoppers, bean leaf beetle,
woolly bear caterpillars, stem
borer, thistle caterpillars, etc. It is
important to watch for pod clipping
as well as defoliation of the leaves.
Below is a defoliation chart to help
identify when treatments should
take place.
When timing applications,
consider the label and the preharvest intervals as we approach

FUNGICIDES
Revytek

21 day PHI

Veltyma

21 day PHI

Miravis Neo

14 day PHI

INSECTICIDES
Fastac CS

21 day PHI

Bifenthrin

40 day PHI

Hero

21 day PHI

Mustang Max

21 day PHI

Warrior

30 day PHI

Lorsban

28 day PHI

Dimethoate
400 EC

21 day PHI

harvest. Above is a list of multiple
PHI’s.
Please call us if you have any
questions on insect thresholds,
or application options and timing,
and we would be happy to check
your fields and help out in any way
possible.
— Travis VanEperen

Soybean Defoliation Chart (courtesy UNL Crop Watch)
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CORN UPDATE

Area Producers Keep Disease Away
Most area corn has reached the R4R5 stages. R4 stage is when the corn is
in the dough stage, and at R5 most of
the kernels have started to dent.
Avoiding stress at certain growth
stages is always important. During this
last stretch, it is still important to avoid
stress on the crop to prevent tip back
and put the maximum weight possible
on the kernel. Water use to maturity at
R4 is 7.5 inches and R5 is 5 inches.
Southern Rust continues to be
confirmed in many area counties.
Surprisingly, it never really never took
off considering the weather we have
been receiving over the last couple of
weeks. We had many days with high

temperatures and high humidity.
Producers in this area are some of
the best in the country, and many are
proactive in applying fungicide before
disease pressure gets too extreme to
maximize yield potential. I believe this
has a big role in helping keep area
disease pressure low.
Insect pressure continues to be
fairly light. Grasshopper levels were
high earlier in the season, but with
the addition of an insecticide with the
fungicide, grasshoppers have mainly
stayed in road ditches and grassy areas.
Overall, spider mite levels have stayed
fairly low.
— Darrin Swanson

BASF PRODUCT UPDATE

BASF Products Create Better Harvestability
August is already half over and
before we know it, cornfields will be
drying down.
With a lot of corn in the R4
(dough) growth stage and the R5
(dent) stage, we are nearing the
“beginning of the end.” Dough (R4)
stage is typically going to occur 3-4
weeks after pollination whereas the
dent (R5) stage will be roughly 5 to
6 weeks after pollination. So corn
that pollinated on July 10 is now
probably in the beginning of dent
stage.
The final growth stage R6, also
known as “black layer,” will typically
occur 7-8 weeks after pollination.
So, for the July 10 date that would
Continued on Page 4
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Figure 2

be roughly the end of August
through the first week of September.
Once your field is in the black layer
growth stage, the accumulation of
dry matter in the kernel stops and
you are simply waiting for the corn
to dry down at that point.
These last few growth stages are
a good time to evaluate plant health
fungicide performance in your crop,
especially as we get into the late R5
and early R6 stages. Plant health
differences first start to show from
aerial images in late August or early
September and then become more
evident on the ground as time goes
on.
There may be some concern
about late-season diseases or
stalk rots as we approach harvest.
The biggest concern should be for
fields that did NOT receive a BASF
fungicide. With no plant health to
protect the plant during grain fill,
keep the stalk integrity intact and
fend off possible entry paths for
stalk rots, untreated fields should be
monitored and probably scheduled
first in the harvest order.
Fields that WERE treated with
Veltyma®, Headline Amp® or
Revytek® are not in the high-risk
category for late-season disease,
stalk rots or harvestability issues.
While no fungicide will keep a field
100% clean all season long with
one application, fields treated with
BASF plant health products at the
VT timing have been given plant
health benefits during the most
crucial time of pollination and grain
fill. Those healthier plants will resist
opportunistic stalk rots, which leads

to better harvestability.
Harvestability is the level of
difficulty you have in harvesting
your crops. The easier it is to
harvest your crop, then the better
your harvestability is. A plant
subject to lower stress and more
photosynthesis and nitrogen
assimilation is going to give you
stronger and healthier stalks.
When looking at reasons we
would want stronger stalks, we only
need to look back a few years ago
to 2018. That year provided a prime
example of improved harvestability
due to plant health. (See Figure
1). A late harvest and wet fall
conditions led to many fields being
harvested four, five, or six weeks
after they normally would have a
combine in the field. Cornfields
that looked good at the beginning
of October were a complete

mess in November. The stalks
couldn’t maintain their integrity into
November and fell forcing some
growers to harvest in one direction
or slow down the combine. When
you slow down the combine, costs
increase due to lost efficiency.
Higher fuel cost, more separator
hours, more hours for the hired
hand, it all adds up. (See Figure 2)
Time and again, the benefits of
plant health from BASF plant health
fungicide are hard to miss. We see
it in plants still standing at harvest
and the improved harvestability
year after year.
— Brady Kapler,
BASF Technical Services Rep
Always Read and Follow Label
Directions. Headline Amp, Priaxor, Revytek
& Veltyma are registered trademarks of
BASF Corporation 2021. All rights reserved.
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